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News Release
Santa Cruz Art League Presents: Planet
Pulse, Opening August 10
Exhibition: Planet Pulse
Venue: Santa Cruz Art League, 526 Broadway, Santa Cruz
Dates: August 10 – September 9, 2018
Opening Reception: First Friday, September 7, 6-8pm
(Santa Cruz, CA – July 26th, 2018) – From August 10 through September 7, the Santa
Cruz Art League will present Planet Pulse, a juried exhibition that combines art and
science to put our Earth and climate change at the forefront of cultural our Earth and
climate change at the forefront of cultural conversations.
Planet Pulse is juried by Barbara Foster. Barbara Foster is a talented artist and a professor
at Emerita San Francisco State University. She is widely known from her innovative
prints, along with her use of traditional and non-traditional technologies in print and
drawing.
From the romantic painters of the late 18th century to now, artists have long had a
fascination — and deep respect — for the planet on which we exist. Today, museums,
galleries, and private collections are overflowing with traditional landscape paintings that
showcase the pristine beauty of the natural world. But what happens when the real-life
versions of these images no longer exist? When the sprawling fields of green and the
glistening waves of the ocean are replaced with landfills and oil spills?
From industrial-scale depletion of natural resources to the ever changing climate, artists
remain a strong voice at the frontline of response and documentation of the planet’s
changing pulse. Artists like Robert Smithson and activist groups such as Liberate the

Louvre have taken it upon themselves to use their art as catalysts for change. Smithson
specifically chooses damaged environmental sites to host his earthworks to draw
attention to a lack of representation and suggest renewal of the overlooked areas. Liberate
the Louvre has worked to target large organizations, such as the Louvre, that have a
mutually beneficial relationship with big oil companies. Before being arrested, activists
spread oil around the lobby of the Louvre with their feet to publicize the relationship the
museum has with the oil companies and call for divestment.
As activators of change and the voices of awareness, Planet Pulse highlights artists whose
works heighten discourse and consciousness about the present and future state of our
environment and our home.

One Endless Form Into Another by
Nicholas Down

Waters by Julia Running
VISITOR INFORMATION
Admission: Free
Tuesday-Saturday: 12-5pm
Sunday: 12-4pm
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